JENNIFER: ON THE PATH TO BEING A REGISTERED NURSE

Jennifer’s mother suggested the Head Start program for Jennifer’s three year old son, Bailey. In addition to giving Bailey good group classroom experience, Jennifer was able to return to school to pursue further education.

“I couldn’t make it without them,” she says. She also received help with the cost of her textbooks through a special grant from GCCAC.

But in addition to the benefits Bailey experiences from Head Start, Jennifer has acquired valuable experience as the treasurer of the Grantville Head Start Parents Association and from attending the Policy Council meetings; these experiences provide skills easily transferable to the workplace.

These programs have “done wonders for me and my son.”

Bring positive change to families - one education at a time!

Jennifer plans to return to school, and says, “I want to be an R.N.” In talking about the Head Start program which is operated by GCCAC’s Child and Family Development staff, she says, “I was trying to do this all on my own. Thanks to GCCAC, I don’t have to.”